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Vazakas: Interior

POETRY

99
Gurgling gu~ters lash resentfully
against the curb's indifference.
, Each splash' forms rippled rings
from bubbles, like intentions,
That eKpire upon the surface of their
voyaging. Here is desire; and here
made false our wilful unwillingness
to bestow our unchastity. The
.c

Downpour sJreaks across windows, trickles
from sills. Among the shimmering
grass the rivulets are rivers that
the eye scales down. The weather
•

Is my sex, my death, objectified.
Like glassy tubes, the long ,drops
casually display the specimens of
hypochondria, the parasitic dread
Become pathology. Even perspectives
of illness disappear; or better,
imagine~ illness, as the bladed
water scalpels the swelling on my
Arm, freezes my fear, eviscerates the
canker of anxiety. I watch the
water's oblique interest. I hear its detached comments on
Morbidity, as though the tragic were
a scene too carefully designed,
a back-drop whence the actors,
like myself, moved on again.
INTERIOR

Here peace is \bis lamp-lighted .
room; and here the conversation,
banal anti secure, curtains the
darkness beyond the door. ~ut

'.
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Dread, like shadows under chairs,
threatens to spread and stain
the simple words 'with oblique
menaces. It is as if the things
I say were double-talk, and that my
fea~were stones to smash this
glazed interior. And yet I
cling to senseless speech, my
Range, my raft of normalcy, as though
the norm were something other
than myself and my security.
Strangeness is what one lives
With, another person,. or merely an
incident; but too often is a
parasitic twin, obsess~d with
loneliness, or care, or obscene
Jealousy. This room contrasts with
~lm the. heart's disquietude.
The features of the person .
opposite seem vague, seem
Insubstantial. Distorted as a fever's
imagery, the chintz upholstery
turns threatening. .Indulgent
as a felon's privilege, these
Comforts cushion no hard fact, nor
drug the mind's anxiety. And
.yet the :inoment's poise has
value, too, a ·mood to which I
May return, or place in which r d
known:a happiness. Like urgent
surgery, the thing to be endured
and faced huddles outside the
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Windowpane. But the nerves anticipate
the cIarkness drawing in, the
slow dust of 'worry settling down
in a home not quite inhabited.
L E S SON SIN'

COR RES P 0 N DEN CE

.-\11 bridges crossed, if not quite
burned behind, I turn from
the mailbox to my failing
nerve. Now that tlle receptacle
Has closed its metal mouth, anger
requires -reason fot"its
recompense. Long days and
nights of tension led to this,
This simple and destructive .act
of slipping in an iron box a
sealed white envelope. But
like a stroke long thought

.

About, and since let fiy, the arc
curves down to earth. Where
is resentment now? Where
the ambivalence from love
J

•

To anger and back to love agaip?
Doubt swings across, not
quite to love, but less to
irritation, since action's
Necessity is satisfied. Guilt,
like a summer storm, rumbles
and growls its imminence.
Perhaps patience would have
~

Been much better than to have placed
distrust beyond a change of
heart. The written word exists
beyond its time. Even a hasty
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Note can improvise a futuTe, always
there, more Permanent'than
epitaphs. But I can hardly
retreat now, or ask the letter's
Premature return. The postman's
questions would delve too deep,
his silence cause embarrassment.
One merely hopes the damage
Meager and forgiveness quick.
Regret will soon attain
ascendency. Like a final
betrayal, one waits for it.
BYRON
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